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Abstract
Background Decision aids are patient-focused tools that have the potential to reduce the overuse of head computed tomography (CT) scans.
Objective The objective of this study was to create a consensus among Canadian mild traumatic brain injury and emergency
medicine experts on modifications required to adapt two American decision aids about head CT use for adult and paediatric
mild traumatic brain injury to the Canadian context.
Methods We invited 21 Canadian stakeholders and the two authors of the American decision aids to a Nominal Group
Technique consensus meeting to generate suggestions for adapting the decision aids. This method encourages idea generation and sharing between team members. Each idea was discussed and then prioritised using a voting system. We collected
data using videotaping, writing material and online collaborative writing tools. The modifications proposed were analysed
using a qualitative thematic content analysis.
Results Twenty-one participants took part in the meeting, including researchers and clinician researchers (n = 9; 43%),
patient partners (n = 3; 14%) and decision makers (n = 2; 10%). A total of 84 ideas were generated. Participants highlighted
the need to clarify the purpose of the decision aids, the nature of the problem being addressed and the target population. The
tools require sociocultural adaptations, better identification of their target population, better description of head CT utility,
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advantages and related risks, modification of the visual and written representation of the risk of brain injury and head CT
use, and locally adapted, patient follow-up plans.
Conclusions This study based on a Nominal Group Technique identified several adaptations for two American decision
aids about head CT use for mild traumatic brain injury to support their use in Canada’s different healthcare, social, cultural
and legal context. These adaptations concerned the target users of the decision aids, the information presented, and how the
benefits and risks were communicated in the decision aids. Future steps include prototyping the two adapted decision aids,
conducting formative evaluations with actual emergency department patients and clinicians, and measuring the impact of
the adapted tools on CT scan use.
Plain Language Summary
A mild traumatic brain injury (also called concussion) can happen when the brain moves around in the skull after an impact
to the head. A concussion is not a brain bleed and you cannot see a concussion. Concussions do not show up on a computed
tomography (CT) scan. Brain bleeds do. Computed tomography scans are specialised X-ray machines that can detect serious
brain injuries. Unfortunately, CT scan use also exposes patients to radiation and a future increased risk of cancer.
Shared decision making involves health professionals and patients making decisions together based on the best available
evidence, health professionals’ experience, and patients’ values and preferences. Shared decision making improves appropriate diagnostic test use.
Two decision aids created in the USA are available to facilitate shared decision making regarding the use of head CT scans
for patients with concussion. These decision aids are not fully adapted for use in Canada because the healthcare, social and
legal context is different. Our study brought together patients and experts in the field of concussion and shared decision
making to analyse these decision aids and propose adaptations that would increase their acceptance in Canadian emergency
departments. We used a technique called the Nominal Group Technique to create a consensus about the most important
changes to make to both original decision aids. The main adaptations needed for the Canadian context concerned avoiding
information about cost and removing any information that does not change clinical management. This project will help us
adapt two decision aids for clinical use in Canada and support appropriate CT scan use for patients with concussion.
Key Points for Decision Makers
Canadian patient partners, clinicians and decision makers want to avoid presenting information that will not
change clinical management and potentially increase
patient anxiety.
Decision aids need cultural adaptation before use in
healthcare systems with different legal and socio-political contexts.
The Nominal Group Technique was helpful in creating a
consensus among a group of patient partners, clinicians,
decision makers and scientists about the most important
modifications needed to adapt two decision aids for use
in a different healthcare system.

1 Introduction
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is a frequent cause
of consultation in emergency departments (EDs) [1, 2].
Mild traumatic brain injury is defined as a mild insult to
the head that can result in a brief period of altered level

of consciousness with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 13–15
measured 30 min after the injury [3]. While evaluating
patients with mTBI, emergency physicians need to rule
out clinically important brain injury even though the risk
is low [1]. Although head computed tomography (CT)
scans can rule out brain injury, they expose patients to
potentially harmful ionising radiation [4, 5] and increase
the ED length of stay [6]. Experts recommend ordering head CT scans for adult and paediatric patients with
mTBI only when indicated by a validated decision rule
[7–10]. However, the implementation of these rules has
led to mixed results from modest reductions [11, 12] to
increased head CT scan ordering [10, 13], thus potentially
contributing to overdiagnosis [12, 14].
In this context, shared decision making (SDM) may
reduce overuse of head CT scans and address overdiagnosis
[14, 15]. Shared decision making is the process in which
a physician and a patient review the evidence about an
intervention or diagnostic test, assess options including the
option of not undergoing the intervention or test, identify
patient values/preferences, deliberate and make an informed
value congruent decision [16, 17].
Decision aids (DAs) are knowledge tools designed to
facilitate SDM that have shown improved patient knowledge,
satisfaction and engagement in EDs [15, 17, 18]. Two DAs
have been developed in the USA to better inform patients
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about the appropriate use of head CT scans for mTBI: one
for children (the Head CT Choice decision aid [19]) and
one for adults (the Concussion or Brain Bleed decision aid
[20]). The paediatric DA increased parent satisfaction and
trust in emergency physicians [18, 21], and reduced overall
7-day imaging and length of stay in the ED [18]. The adult
DA improved patient knowledge [22].
An important part of implementing new DAs in clinical
practice is adaptation to the local context, although there
remains a need for more research about how best to accomplish this [23, 24]. To the best of our knowledge, no head
CT DAs have been adapted to the Canadian context. We
hypothesised that the two American DAs would require
social, cultural, and political adaptations to improve their
acceptability and facilitate their adoption in Canadian EDs.
These adaptations would be justified by significant differences between the two health systems that influence the
practice and organisation of services in both countries.[25,
26]. Thus, we aimed to create a consensus among Canadian
patient partners and emergency medicine and SDM experts
about the adaptations needed to make the two American
DAs acceptable for use in Canadian EDs.

2 Methods
2.1 Design, Setting and Participants
Our study combined the Nominal Group Technique (NGT)
[27] to reach a consensus about the adaptations needed to be
made to the DAs, and an inductive qualitative analysis [28].
We report our qualitative results following the Standards for
Reporting Qualitative Research [29] (Electronic Supplementary Material [ESM]). After receiving ethics approval, we
purposively invited a convenience sample of Canadian emergency medicine, SDM and mTBI experts, patients, decision
makers and trainees to a 1-day meeting held in Quebec City
on 25 May, 2017. Invited participants were chosen to represent a diverse group of patients, clinicians, decision makers
and scientists from across Canada who had expertise with
the management and delivery of care to adults and children
with mTBI or for their expertise in SDM. Decision makers were invited from organisations in Canada that produce
mTBI guidelines, promote the quality of life of patients and
families/caregivers who live with mTBI and/or lead local
trauma committees that oversee the delivery of care to
patients with mTBI. To ensure we included the paediatric
perspective, we invited a caregiver with experience in paediatric mTBI, three paediatric mTBI experts and a paediatric
trauma committee decision maker. We also invited the two
original DA authors to attend our meeting.

Based on patient-oriented research best practices [30],
our research team included patients partners defined as
patients or caregivers with a lived experience of mTBI or
with experience in caring for patients with mTBI who partnered with our team at different stages of our project to make
our project and its outputs more relevant for them. Thus, we
designed this study with a patient partner, and invited three
other patient partners to our meeting including a caregiver
(a parent of a child with lived mTBI experience). We also
involved these patient partners in implementing the consensus meeting results and co-authoring the current publication.
Participants who could not attend in person were invited to
join using video conferencing (GoToMeeting, Boston, MA,
USA). The meeting was moderated by the principal investigator, who was also an emergency physician and clinician
scientist in the field of mTBI and implementation science.

2.2 Data Collection
The NGT consists of a structured meeting where ideas
related to predetermined questions are discussed in six steps
(Fig. 1). This technique has been used in a wide range of
research fields for problem identification, research question
generation, development of solutions and priority setting
[31, 32]. Two weeks before the meeting, we shared three
predetermined questions with participants through a collaborative wiki platform, a web-based space where the organisers could freely share information files with the participants
(CTRC Canadian Head CT Patient Decision Aid Consensus
Study—WikiTrauma). Question #1: What changes should be
made to the proposed American DA in order to adapt it for
adult mTBI patients in the context of Canadian EDs? Question #2: Which adult patient population should we target to
use our DA? Question #3: What changes should be made to
the proposed American DA in order to adapt it for paediatric
mTBI patients in the context of Canadian EDs?
During the meeting, participants discussed and reformulated Question #2 to: “Should we engage adult patients
with medium risk (i.e. with at least one moderate risk criteria from the Canadian Head CT rule) in SDM?” because
participants felt there was uncertainty about the applicability of SDM for this population. We also collected sociodemographic data on sex, professions, trainee status, areas of
expertise, province and country of residence, and organisation affiliation.

2.3 Data Analysis
The meeting was video recorded with the consent of participants. Then, a team member (FA) reviewed the recordings
and produced verbatim quotes illustrating all the suggested
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Fig. 1  Nominal Group Technique (NGT) main steps used
in our study ( adapted from
Delbecq et al. [27])

adaptations. In addition to counting votes for the ideas generated during the NGT, our qualitative thematic analysis
developed a deeper understanding of the overall suggested

changes to the original DAs. Another team member with
qualitative methods expertise (MET) reviewed the verbatim transcripts and grouped similar ideological quotes into
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themes and counted their occurrence. These themes were
reviewed and validated by four team members (PA, EG,
LLH, VG).

3 Results
3.1 Participants’ Profile
Out of 35 invited individuals, 21 participants took part
in the meeting (Table 1), 18 in-person and three by video
conferencing. Invited participants who could not attend

(n = 14) were similar to participants who attended, except
for the proportion of decision makers (Table 1).

3.2 Prioritisation of the Ideas Generated During
the Nominal Group Technique
Question #1 generated a list of 46 ideas (ESM) about
changes to make to the adult DA. The highest ranked
ideas (Fig. 2) were: (1) changing the title to clarify the
goal of the DA; (2) adapting the discharge plan to local
contexts across Canada’s different jurisdictions; and (3)

Table 1  Consensus meeting
participants’ characteristics

Sex
Male
Female
Primary area of expertise
Researchers
EM experts/clinical experience
Shared decision-making experts
mTBI experts
Methodology experts
Decision maker
Patients’ representatives
Quebec
Ontario (Brain Injury Canada, Ottawa)
Students (Université Laval, Québec, Canada)
Postdoctoral fellow
Emergency medicine resident
Epidemiology MSc Student
Medical student
Researchers’ affiliations
Yale University (New Haven, USA)
Mayo Clinic (Rochester, USA)
Université Laval (Québec City, Québec, Canada)
Université de Montréal (Montreal, Canada)
McGill University (Montreal, Canada)
University of Ottawa (Ottawa, Canada)
University of Calgary (Calgary, Canada)
Dalhousie University (Halifax, Canada)
Country, Province
USA
Canada
Quebec
Ontario
Alberta
Nova Scotia

Consensus meeting
participants (n = 21)
n (%)

Invited participants who
did not attend (n = 14)
n (%)

10 (48)
11 (52)

7 (50)
7 (50)

13 (62)
5 (24)
2 (9)
3 (14)
3 (14)
1 (5)
3 (14)
2 (9)
1 (5)
4 (19)
1 (5)
1 (5)
1 (5)
1 (5)

9 (69)

1 (5)
1 (5)
6 (29)
1 (5)
1 (5)
1 (5)
1 (5)
1 (5)
2 (9)
19 (91)
15 (72)
2 (9)
1 (5)
1 (5)

EM emergency medicine, mTBI mild traumatic brain injury

2 (15)
2 (15)
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Fig. 2  Top ten ideas generated
during the meeting for Question
#1

clarifying the role of the tool as a decision support tool
vs a formal DA.
Prior to voting, participants discussed 15 different considerations about the use of SDM for medium-risk adult
patients with mTBI to help clarify Question #2 (ESM).
All participants except one emergency physician voted
in favour of employing SDM with medium-risk adult
patients with mTBI (Fig. 3). This participant argued that
SDM was not possible with these patients because they
are often unable to make decisions because of their mTBI
symptoms and are sometimes intoxicated.
Question #3 generated 38 ideas (ESM) about changes
to the paediatric DA. The highest ranked ideas (Fig. 4)
were: (1) clarifying how TBI risk categories (high,
medium, low) are presented to patients; (2) removing the
issue of cost as a factor in decision making in Canada;
and (3) explaining the difference between a concussion
and a brain bleed.

3.3 Thematic Analysis
The 84 ideas generated during discussions for Questions
#1 and 2, and the 15 ideas discussed for Question #3 were
analysed and classified into major themes and subthemes.
Questions #1 and 3 generated very similar themes and are
presented together (Table 2), but Question #2 generated its
own set of themes (Table 3).

3.3.1 Themes Discussed in Response to Questions #1 and 3
Three themes addressing different levels of adaptation were
identified: need for clarification, risk communication and
user friendliness.
3.3.1.1 Need for Clarification
Role of the Tool: Decision Aid or Decision Support The conceptual difference between DAs and decision support tools was
not clear for participants. As participants compared the two
DAs, it became clear that the adult tool was a decision support tool because it did not actually present formal options to
patients like those found in the paediatric DA. Some changes
were then suggested to make the tool’s role clearer (Idea #1.6;
Table 2).
Definition of the Problem Being Addressed Additional
clarification to the different terms used in the DAs was
requested to ensure patients’ understanding (Ideas #1.11, 3.7
and 3.26; Table 2). Concussion, mild TBI and brain bleed
are inconsistently used as synonyms, but the risk of complications associated with each diagnosis is not the same.
Targeted Population Participants mentioned that the
tools’ target population needed to be clearly identified to
remove any ambiguity about their applicability (Ideas #1.3
and 3.17; Table 2). For example, some participants wanted to
know if the tools could be used with patients with minimal
or trivial head injury.
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Fig. 3  Results of question
“Should physicians engage in
shared decision making with
medium-risk adult patients?”
(Number of voters = 14, three
experts and all trainees did not
vote). MD Physicians

Fig. 4  Top ten ideas generated at the meeting for Question #3

Sociocultural Adaptation Needed Participants suggested
that sections not relevant to the Canadian context, such as
the costs section, should be removed because Canadians do
not pay directly for hospital-provided health services (Idea
#1.8 and 3.4; Table 2). Participants also suggested removing
the representation of non-clinically significant brain injury
(Idea #1.5; Table 2). Canadian emergency physicians felt
that presenting the risk of finding non-clinically significant

brain injury to patients could potentially lead to overuse
of head CT scanning and increase unnecessary anxiety in
patients (Idea #1.30; Table 2). In contrary, one American
participant felt that this is an important concern for many
emergency physicians in the USA who fear being sued even
if they miss a non-clinically significant brain injury (Idea
#1.5; Table 2). Following this discussion, participants recommended changing the visual representation of the risk of

Head computed tomography issues

Sociocultural adaptation needed

Targeted population

n

4

3
4
(Idea #1.3) “Make sure your population is carefully selected.
Do you include [patients with] minimal risk [head injury]?
Because mild traumatic brain injury can be confusing with
minimal head injury.” (Emergency physician)
4 (Idea #3.4) “Remove cost from the decisional matrix.” (Patient 2
(Idea #1.8) “Remove the cost section because it does not apply
partner)
to [the] Canadian population.” (Pediatric emergency physician)
(Idea #1.5) “In the low-risk part, people that are more visual
may not understand the 0 people requiring surgery with the
3 heads visuals. May represent risk higher than it really is.
Maybe because of the legal context in the US, they feel obligated to mention all the not clinically important findings too?”
(Emergency physician)
(Idea #1.30) Explain that having a CT scan may show results
that can affect insurance eligibility later in life […] and add
stress to the patient (Pediatric emergency physician)
3 (Idea #3.13) “Add statistics about radiation exposure and cancer 9
(Idea #1.18) “Clarify what will show up on a CT scan.” (TBI
risk.” (Medical student)
researcher)
(Idea #3.2) “Explain why the head CT scan should be used.”
(Idea #1.38) “[…] CT scans also have disadvantages including
(Patient partner)
radiation, discomfort, and time.” (TBI researcher)

Idea #3.26) “Clarify concussion vs. brain bleed.” (Emergency
physician)
(Idea #3.7) “Change the sentence head CT scan test done to
determine brain injury, use the term brain bleeding instead.”
(Decision maker)
(Idea #3.17) “Better representation of [populations at] risk: low
risk, medium risk, high risk and explain why we are engaging
[them] in SDM.” (Emergency physician)

(Idea #3.10) “First page, [the] introduction is too wordy. Reduce 3
to Let’s talk about concussion.” (Emergency physician)

Representative ideas and related verbatim quotes

Representative ideas and related verbatim quotes

n

Pediatric decision support tool

Adult decision support tool

Need for clarification
5
Role of the tool: decision aid or decision support (Idea #1.6) “Change [the] title [to] “Do you need a [CT] scan
NOW?” [or] “Should I have a [CT] scan?” Clarify the goal of
the decision aid with the title. Is it about shared decision, giving information, getting a scan, etc.? It should be more obvious in the title. Scope of tool, process that the tool is trying to
make. Also, the tool is way more prescriptive than informative
or shared decision-making. Part of it is because of the title
and the possible misunderstanding of the goal of this tool for
patients.” (Pediatric emergency physician)
Definition of the problem being addressed
(Idea #1.11) “Lead with the definition of a concussion and brain 2
bleed. Present the question Are you surprised that you can’t
see concussion on CT scan? earlier in the tool.” (Emergency
physician)

Themes and sub-themes

Table 2  Main themes discussed in response to Questions #1 and #3
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(Idea #1.15): “[The tool] needs plain language; [it needs to] differentiate each risk level; [to] clarify what the word “risk” is
in reference to (risk of what? for surgery?); explain acronyms
like GCS. Be less technical.” (Researcher)
(Idea #1.28) “Representing the radiation risk as 1:10 000 is too
low; make higher to avert the desire for a CT scan. Maybe
at 18 years old the risk is a little bit higher and we could use
this.” (Emergency physician)
(Idea #1.5) “Disconnect between visual of heads; represents risk
higher than it really is; to change it to 1:8,000. In the low-risk
part, people that are more visual may not understand the 0
people requiring surgery with the 3 heads visuals. May represent risk higher than it really is. Maybe because of the legal
context in the US. They [physicians] feel obligated to mention
all the not clinically important findings too.” (Emergency
physician)
(Idea #1.29) “Numbers representing the risk are not clear
because they don’t seem to add up—For low risk: 0 + 4 = 7?
Can be confusing.” (Patient partner)

(Idea #1.43) “Much more emphasis on what to expect after
leaving the ED.” (Patient partner)
(Idea #1.7) “For low risk, patients won’t know their pupil size
so erase. It is too hard for the people to know and it doesn’t
even matter … It will be too late, and it is not a good sign.”
(Patient partner)
(Idea #1.13) “Review the box on Let the brain heal: adapt to
Canadian population; clearly link to other information to
provide concrete steps. Expand this section or give another
document to the patient, be careful about verbal information
because it may not be remembered.” (Decision maker)

8

n

0 (Idea #3.1) “Make the shape more user-friendly/intuitive. The
way that the paper folds. The paper was probably designed
for [a] larger sheet. We will need to address this issue.”
(Researcher)

3 (Idea #3.28) “What is the added value of colours in values
preferences—use the same colour, because some colours may
provoke some unwanted reactions an anxiety for the patient.”
(Emergency physician)

1

5

4
9 (Idea #3.9): “Is it necessary to use the word “serious”? It is
written everywhere [in the tool].” (Patient partner)
(Idea #3.19) “I like it as is, no number about radiation. Specific
but vague enough to encourage a good conversation. We do
not need to put every piece of information in there, the physician can discuss what is important to the patient and then give
more information.” (Pediatric emergency pediatrician)

16 (Idea #3.5) “Specify that “at home observation” needs to be
ACTIVE observation and for HOW long.” (Researcher)
(Idea #3.30) “Not tailored to young children less than 2 years
old; vomiting is less appropriate, irritability out of proportion
is missing.” (Emergency physician)

Representative ideas and related verbatim quotes

Representative ideas and related verbatim quotes

n

Pediatric decision support tool

Adult decision support tool

CA pop Canadian population, CT computed tomography, ED emergency department, GCS Glasgow Coma Scale, N number of ideas classified in each sub-theme, SDM shared decision making,
TBI traumatic brain injury

User friendliness

Visual representation of risks

Risk communication
Written communication of risk

Patient discharge issues

Themes and sub-themes

Table 2  (continued)
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Table 3  Main themes discussed in response to Question #2
Themes and sub-themes

Representative ideas and related verbatim quotes

Clarification of the targeted population
(Idea #2.5) Medium risk is GCS of 15, 2 h after the trauma and medium risk symptoms. (Emergency physician)
SDM in medium-risk mTBI
Shared decision is not possible for this population
(Idea #2.2) Not a high yield population in medium risk. Maybe there is not a
large number of cases at medium risk to begin with. Furthermore, they are
very symptomatic and often intoxicated. Is shared decision-making possible in
that situation? And if it is possible, would it really have an impact on the head
CT usage? (Emergency physician)
Shared decision could be possible for this population
(Idea #2.3) Going after the medium risk group is the only way to reduce CT
scan overuse as they make up 50% of TBI population. According to an emergency physician, 50% of patients recruited in the Lancet study have medium or
high-risk criteria. They are all getting a CT scan because of the rule. Among
those, very little will have findings on the CT scan. So that’s the category we
should focus on to reduce CT scans. (Emergency physician)
(Idea #2.7) Patients would want to be involved in decision-making if medium
risk. (Two patient partners)
Relevance of SDM for this population
(Idea #2.15) Need for a survey of patients and MDs’ preferences about SDM in
middle risk
Type of decision tool
(Idea #2.17) Tool should be more a decision support tool in the low-risk population. If we make [this] a shared decision, patients may request a CT scan when
we know it is not necessary. By making [this] a shared decision, we could
even increase the CT [scan] rate in some situations.[…] The decision is simple; low risk equals no scan. However, in medium risk, it is possible to really
share the decision

n
3
3

4

3
2

CT computed tomography, GCS Glasgow Coma Scale, MDs Physicians, mTBI mild traumatic brain injury, SDM shared decision making, TBI
traumatic brain injury

finding brain injury to only include the risk of finding clinically significant brain injury for the Canadian tools (Fig. 5).
Head Computed Tomography Issues Participants highlighted the importance of giving information about the
utility, advantages and disadvantages of head CT scan
use for mTBI management (Ideas #1.38, 3.2 and 3.13;
Table 2). Participants stressed the fact that patients need
to understand that a concussion cannot be seen on a CT
scan and that the main role of a head CT scan is to identify complications (e.g. a brain bleed) when clinically suspected. Radiation risk presented in the DAs was another
major concern, especially in paediatric patients. Participants suggested that more information should be provided
to help patients weigh the risk of undergoing or not a CT
scan (Ideas #1.38 and 3.13; Table 2).
Discharge Issues This sub-theme was the most discussed by patient partners and decision makers (Ideas
#1.7, 1.13 and 1.43; Table 2). They suggested improving
the discharge instruction section to ensure that patients
and parents feel confident in managing symptoms after
discharge.
3.3.1.2 Risk Communication
Written Communication of Risk Participants discussed
what risks need to be communicated to patients and par-

ents (Ideas #1.28 and 3.19; Table 2). The words used to
describe risk and how risk is explained were highlighted
as important matters to address. Additionally, trying to
quantify and describe risk in detail could make our DAs
too complex. Thus, participants highlighted the need to
use plain language and simplify the description and quantification of risk (Ideas #3.9 and #3.19; Table 2).
Visual Representation of Risks Participants stated that
the tool should provide precise information to patients
while minimising unnecessary anxiety. Consistency
between written and graphic information was not totally
clear in the initial tool, thus changes were proposed to
avoid ambiguity (Idea #1.29; Table 2). The colours used
in the figures were challenged because participants felt
that some of them (e.g. the colour red) could be associated with negative emotional reactions (Idea #1.28;
Table 2).
3.3.1.3 User Friendliness Participants underscored the
importance of making the paediatric tool more user
friendly. During the meeting, participants had received
an unfolded 8 × 11-inch format of the tool that was meant
to be folded like a booklet. Once folded, the layout of
the document was not intuitive, and the orientation of
the pages was confusing. Participants suggested writing
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Fig. 5  Proposed graphic change to the adult decision support tool to avoid patient-clinician discussions about non-clinically significant findings
on computed tomography (CT) scans

explicit printing specifications including double-sided
printing (Idea #3.1; Table 2).
3.3.2 Themes Associated with Question #2
Question #2 explored participants’ willingness to use SDM
with adults with medium-risk mTBI. Two themes were identified during these discussions: clarification of the targeted
population and the possibility for SDM in patients with
medium-risk mTBI.
3.3.2.1 Clarification of the Targeted Population Participants needed further clarification about medium-risk mTBI
(i.e. patients with mTBI with Canadian Head CT Rule
medium-risk criteria) vs moderate severity TBI (i.e. patients
with TBI with a Glasgow Coma Scale < 13) (Table 3).
3.3.2.2 Shared Decision Making in Medium‑Risk Mild Trau‑
matic Brain Injury
Possibility and Relevance for Shared Decision Making
in Medium-Risk Mild Traumatic Brain Injury Only one
participant felt that SDM was not possible with patients
with medium-risk mTBI (Idea #2.2; Table 3). Conversely,
other participants recognised the potential utility of SDM
with patients with medium-risk mTBI. Two patient partners
expressed their desire to be involved in decision making for
this risk category (Idea #2.7; Table 3) and an emergency
physician highlighted the fact that using SDM for this population could potentially reduce CT scan use (Idea #2.3;
Table 3). Given this debate, participants suggested surveying a larger sample of physicians and patients across Canada
about their preferences on this topic (Idea #2.15; Table 3).

Type of Decision Tool The type of tool most appropriate
for patients with medium-risk mTBI remains unknown. Different perspectives were expressed concerning the usefulness of a DA, a decision support tool and a prognostic tool
(Idea #2.14 and 2.17; Table 3).

4 Discussion
We convened Canadian and American stakeholders including patients, clinicians, researchers and policy makers to
recommend adaptations to two American DAs for use in
Canada. Using a NGT, we collected a list of issues to address
for the adaptation of the DAs to different sociocultural contexts. In particular, future adaptations for the Canadian
context will need to clarify the role of the adult decision
support tool and determine if a DA would be acceptable
in medium-risk mTBI, ensure that patients understand the
difference between terms used for brain injury, remove references to the cost of head CT scans, avoid presenting the
risk of non-clinically significant brain injury and integrate
discharge instructions adapted to local health services. The
issues raised during this consensus meeting have led us to
make the following observations.
First, the role of the tools needs to be clarified concerning
whether they were DAs or decision support tools. Specific
characteristics of each type of tool are defined in the literature but there is still an overlap between definitions [15,
33]. Decision aids actively engage patients in SDM while
decision support tools inform patients without necessarily
engaging them in decision making. The paediatric tool provides an explicit decision point for parents of children at
medium risk of clinically important brain injury. In contrast,
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the adult tool is designed to support emergency physicians
in the empathic sharing of information about head CT scan
use in all mTBI risk categories (low, medium and high
risk) without explicitly requiring decision making from the
patient. The adult tool is more prescriptive in its recommendations to obtain a head CT scan for patients with high- and
medium-risk mTBI [34]. This limits value-based decision
making central to SDM. The participants suggested changes
to the titles to avoid confusion about the tools.
Second, the choice of words to communicate risk needs
clarification. The difference between concussion and brain
bleed, as well as between the mTBI risk categories, may
not be clear in the current DAs. Better communicating the
criteria used to classify mTBI into low, medium or high risk
could help parents understand the probability of finding a
head trauma complication. This information is essential to
make an informed decision about CT scan use. However, a
debate exists about how much information should be given
to patients when making evidence-based decisions [35]. Participants had divergent opinions about how to communicate
the risk of brain bleeds vs the risk of radiation caused by the
CT scan. Some participants were willing to de-emphasize
the risk of a brain bleed and to emphasize the risk of radiation while others were not comfortable offering statistics on
this topic. The increased lifetime risk of developing cancer
after repeated exposure to radiation is an ongoing concern
in the paediatric population [36]. Moreover, patients with
low health literacy and numeracy might not understand the
medical terms and statistics presented in the tools [37].
Third, the differences in legal and socio-political contexts between countries should be considered when adapting DAs. Currently, the American DAs may not be suitable for local language, legal context and the context of a
publicly funded health system. Canadian emergency physicians and patient partners alike believed that findings
that do not modify management should not be discussed
with patients. Canadian participants thought that exposing
patients to more uncertainty by presenting the risk of nonclinically significant brain injury when it does not change
clinical practice could drive up patient anxiety and lead
to overuse of head CT scanning by inflating the perceived
risk of finding a brain injury. However, this could be relevant if DAs are used to reduce litigation risk in different
legal contexts [38]. Furthermore, because most patients
do not have to pay directly for public health services in
Canada, participants suggested removing the CT scan
cost section. Replacing “individual cost” with “cost for
the society” was proposed as an alternative. These findings
emphasise the need to consider the context when adapting
tools, i.e. understand where, when and with whom these
adapted DAs will be used [24].
Fourth, SDM might be used to engage patients with
medium-risk mTBI more actively about head CT scan

decision making. The current practice pattern based on the
Canadian CT-Head rule is to order head CT scans for all
patients with medium-risk mTBI [9]. Surprisingly, most
participants including all the patient partners supported the
use of SDM in this risk subgroup. This population represents
a significant proportion of all mTBIs but among these, 4%
have clinically significant injuries and none of them need
neurosurgery [20, 39]. Evidence from the USA supports the
fact that patients prefer to be involved in decision making
especially in the context of serious medical problems [40].
This supports the relevance of conducting a survey with a
larger sample of emergency physicians and patients about
their willingness to engage in SDM concerning head CT
scan use in the medium-risk mTBI group. Wider interest
in SDM for head CT scanning for patients with mTBI in
the medium-risk category could support the relevance of
developing a DA to address overdiagnosis in this population
in the future.
Fifth, this study highlights the benefits of engaging
patients when adapting DAs. During the consensus meeting,
they helped integrate and understand patients’ perspectives.
Their lived experience of mTBI brought insights, concerns
and priorities that were not considered before. Follow-up
instructions were one of their concerns; as for many, the discharge information they received was not sufficient. Instructions need to be adapted to local healthcare service availability. These suggestions reflect the anxiety patients and
parents face when it comes to being discharged back home.
Finally, patient partners also helped us to use language
more appropriate for patients. This inclusive approach to
DA development and adaptation can potentially make these
tools more user friendly and support the doctor-patient relationship [34].

4.1 Limitations
Our study has some limitations. First, we had to adapt the
NGT to our larger group size and to the limited time available. We were not able to conduct two rounds of voting for
each session, as normally recommended in a NGT. Second,
participants invited to this meeting had an interest in using
SDM with patients with mTBI. This likely biased the results
of voting for question 2. Third, in our analysis, we only used
representative quotes of the ideas discussed and the number
of times each idea was mentioned. However, to assure relevance, validity, and understanding, ideas, quotes and themes
found through analyses were reviewed and validated by a
multidisciplinary team of experts in mTBI and social science, as well as by some meeting participants. Fourth, we
did not obtain feedback from patients and clinicians in realworld settings. This could have highlighted other changes
to further adapt and improve our DAs for use with patients
in Canadian EDs. In particular, only two paediatricians and
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one parent of a child with mTBI attended our meeting. We
recognise that involving more paediatric experts and more
parents could identify additional adaptations needed for the
paediatric tool. To address this issue, our team is currently
conducting user-centred design prototyping sessions with
patients with mTBI, parents of children with mTBI, paediatricians, and more emergency physicians in two EDs including a specialised paediatric ED to validate and improve the
proposed adaptations in both the adult and paediatric tools.

5 Conclusions
Our study based on an NGT identified several adaptations
needed for two American DAs about the use of head CT
scans for mTBI to support their use in Canada’s different
healthcare, social, cultural and legal context. These adaptations concerned the target users of the DAs, the information
presented in the DAs, and the manner in which the benefits
and risks were communicated. In particular, information that
does not change clinical management or about costs needs
to be adapted to the Canadian healthcare system’s different
organisational and clinical context, and to Canadian patients’
values and preferences. Future steps include adapting the
two DAs based on the ideas generated, conducting formative
evaluations employing a user-centred design with actual ED
patients and clinicians to ensure acceptability, and measuring the impact of the adapted tools on CT scan use.
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